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End-to-end automation platform SCIO Automation showcases its intralogistics 
solutions at LogiMAT 2023 

Frankenthal, March 2023. International automation platform SCIO Automation will present its intralogistics 
portfolio for the first time, alongside its brands 4am Robotics, MFI, Schiller Automatisierungstechnik, 
PrintoLUX and Modumaq at LogiMAT (East Entrance, Booth ES51). The focus of their presentation is SCIO's 
vision of flexible and customized warehouse automation as an integral part of the Smart Factory. This 
includes flexible and safe Autonomous Mobile Robotics solutions, industry-specific and comprehensive 
material handling, and a warehouse logistics portfolio, as well as services that go beyond it, such as an 
industrial labeling system. 

Founded in 2019, SCIO Automation Group is an international business platform for industrial end-to-end 
automation. It now includes 10 independent corporate brands at 30 locations worldwide that pool their 
expertise in intralogistics, production and process automation as part of SCIO. This allows SCIO to support 
its customers in a holistic way, with personalized solutions that cover a vast array of areas within the smart 
factory concept, including product innovations that are specific to each customer.  

SCIO Automation and several SCIO brands will bring the digital transformation of intralogistics to life at their 
joint LogiMAT booth ES51, East Entrance by exhibiting products, presentations and videos. MFI GmbH, 4am 
Robotics, Schiller Automatisierungstechnik GmbH, Modumaq Technologic Solutions and PrintoLUX GmbH 
will also be at the event. In addition to solutions that are designed to provide versatile warehouse and 
material flow, and showing off some new developments in mobile robotics, the group of companies will be 
presenting its patented PrintoLUX® labeling process, including its latest printing system development, 
SIGNO, which has been designed for industrial use.  

The intralogistics portfolio at the SCIO Automation Group includes integrating flexible, fully automated 
warehouse and material flow solutions, as well as mobile robotics along the entire warehouse value chain: 

- Heterogeneous portfolio of Mobile Robotics solutions that are flexible, safe, and almost always 
available for use: Autonomous Mobile Cobot, Autonomous Tugger Train Indoor and Outdoor, 
Autonomous Forklift. 

- Turnkey high-bay warehouse solutions 
- Complex and customized clean room storage solutions and conveyor systems up to ISO class 3 
- (Deep-freeze) storage and material handling solutions, designed and built in line with the principles 

of hygienic design 
- Automation solutions for material flow, picking, packing, palletizing and shipment preparation 
- Flexible warehouse management software solutions for smooth and fully integrated processes 

These automation solutions are tailored to customer needs in a wide range of industries. Whether it’s 
retrofitting existing plants or building new ones, SCIO fully integrates its solutions into existing IT systems, 
enabling flexible and fully automated end-to-end process chaining in logistics and production. 
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Please find further information on www.scio-automation.com  

 

About SCIO Automation GmbH 

SCIO Automation Group is an international E2E automation platform that passionately believes in its mission to support companies 
on their journey towards Industry 4.0. As a system integrator, SCIO automates production and logistics processes. As an innovator, 
SCIO develops value-added and customized automation products for the Autonomous Mobile Robots, Software and Cleanroom 
sectors, as well as for Food Intralogistics and Industrial Labeling. The SCIO platform currently comprises ten medium-sized company 
brands, totaling more than 1000 employees at 30 locations in eight countries worldwide, all of whom play a part in implementing the 
Smart Factory concept for global players and hidden champions in a wide range of industries. 

 

If you have any queries, please contact: 
SCIO Automation GmbH 
Dürkheimer Straße 130, 67227 Frankenthal 
 
Anne Straesser 
Manager Marketing & Communications 
Tel.: +49 (0)6233 6000-645 
Mobile: +49 (0)152 5689 8345  
anne.straesser@scio-automation.com 
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Image Description: SCIO’s brand 4am Robotics offers a heterogenous portfolio of flexible and safe 
autonomous mobile robotic solutions. (copyright: 4am Robotics) 

 

 

Image Description: The integration and manufacturing of flexible and customized storage and material 
handling solutions is part of SCIO Automations’ portfolio. (copyright: MFI) 

 

 

 


